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Abstract. Since the 80’s, industrial core calculations employ the two-step scheme based on prior cross sections
preparation with few energy groups and in homogenized reference geometries. Spatial homogenization in the
fuel assembly quarters is the most frequent calculation option nowadays, relying on efficient nodal solvers using
a coarse mesh. Pin-wise reaction rates are then reconstructed by dehomogenization techniques. The future
trend of core calculations is moving however toward pin-by-pin explicit representations, where few-group cross
sections are homogenized in the single pins at many physical conditions and many nuclides are selected for the
simplified depletion chains. The resulting data model requires a considerable memory occupation on disk-files
and the time needed to evaluate all data exceeds the limits for practical feasibility of multi-physics reactor
calculations. In this work, we study the compression of pin-by-pin homogenized cross sections by the Hotelling
transform in typical PWR fuel assemblies. The reconstruction of these quantities at different physical states of
the assembly is then addressed by interpolation of only a few compressed coefficients, instead of interpolating
separately each homogenized cross section. Savings in memory higher than 90% are observed, which result in
important gains in runtime when interpolating the few-group data.

1 Introduction
The preparation of homogenized cross sections in a few
energy groups is a very practical and effective approach,
extensively used nowadays for core calculations. The basic
geometry in which the cross sections are homogenized is
the fuel element. Quarters of fuel assemblies are generally
used in LWR as cells for a coarse mesh, whereas VVER
and fast reactors choose hexagonal sectors. The choice
is driven by the kind of reference frame depicted by the
lattice of the fuel rods.
Regarding core calculations, the neutron population is
described by a low-order transport approximation, like
diffusion [1], where the input data are the homogenized
cross sections. Concisely, homogenization consists of the
particular integration of the reaction rates in energy, angle
and space with a reference flux solution from transport.
Homogenized cross sections follow then by dividing the
reaction rates by the flux integrated over the same portion of the phase space. This reference flux is calculated
in idealized conditions, and assumed valid for more general configurations such as those occurring during reactor
operation. However, the real conditions of operation of
the fuel element once loaded into the core remain totally
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unknown. The same procedure generating these data is
then applied to all types of fuel elements considered
for the core plan. This approach is at the base of a
homogenization paradigm [2].
Of course, the physics of diffusion and the physics of
transport, which is the true one governing the real behavior of neutrons in the lattice, are different. They do not
reproduce in general the same leakage rates, even when
the reaction rates are preserved. Therefore a calibration
of the process of data generation is necessary by recurring to Equivalence theory, which enforces the equivalence
between transport and diffusion on reference leakage and
reaction rates after homogenization. In particular, Equivalence theory can request the use of additional coefficients
to store as in the case of the assembly discontinuity factors
[3]. This supplementary storage need can be avoided if the
super-homogenization (SPH) factors are used, but at the
cost of a longer data preparation and with fewer degrees
of freedom to adjust the solution [1]. In fact, discontinuity
factors are defined on cell surfaces with one value per face,
while a single SPH coefficient per cell is sufficient. The calculation of the SPH factors is iterative by definition, being
the reason for the longer overall preparation.
The trend of designing more heterogeneous reactors and
the continuous goal to achieve higher physical accuracy
for the distribution of the reaction rates is progressively
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orienting the development of neutronics computer codes
towards pin-by-pin capabilities. Although the progress
in parallel computers allows faster calculations, the
data model instructing the multi-physics coupling with
thermal-hydraulic codes still needs a considerable amount
of storage on disk-files. At the same time, this means also
a significant overhead in the computation of the few-group
cross sections by interpolation when taking into account
the new updated thermal variables. Specifications of a
typical pin-by-pin cross section model follow in Section 2.
In this work we apply the Hotelling transform (HT)
to reduce the potential redundancy in the cross section
data, see Section 3, and we propose to interpolate only
a few compressed coefficients for reconstructing the full
set of pin-wise homogenized cross sections. The accuracy of the new compressed data set after truncated
compression is discussed in Section 4. The HT allowed
savings up to 90% in a previous work about power form
factors [4], which originally suggested in the conclusion
the idea of interpolating the compressed coefficients of
homogenized cross sections. No mathematical argument
was provided though to demonstrate the feasibility of this
idea. The HT was also applied successfully with pin-by-pin
3D burnup data by testing different types of matricization on the initial multidimensional data set [5]. However,
these works focused only on the compression of different data sets without introducing function approximation
to reconstruct information from the reduced model. The
application of a linear interpolation problem yet in the
transformed space is explained in Section 5, demonstrating mathematically the interest in this approach. A
limited number of compressed coefficients can then be
interpolated on the state parameters to yield the updated
cross sections for the thermal reactivity feedback by the
inverse transform. Of course, this aims achieving a reduction in the global runtime with respect to interpolating
each cross section separately. The methodology is applied
in Section 6 with pin data prepared on two PWR fuel
assemblies from a known benchmark problem [6]. Finally,
conclusion follows in Section 7.

2 Specifications of the pin-by-pin data model
The nuclear cross sections are homogenized in each pin
cells of the fuel assembly and condensed to the few-group
energy formalism selected for the core flux solver. This
procedure is executed at many different physical conditions in order to describe the neutronics response of the
fuel assembly. Each physical condition is identified by a
list of state parameters, which are the most important
quantities affecting the neutron reactivity of the system.
Among these variables, there is for instance the temperature in the fuel, reproducing the well-known Doppler effect
of resonance broadening. The thermo-dynamic state of
the coolant is also represented in thermal reactors with
neutron moderation by water. Two variables are needed
in case of sub-cooled convection, and void is introduced
with di-phasic flow regimes. The concentrations of the
main neutron absorbers, like diluted boron in water in
PWR or xenon produced in the fuel pellets, can also

be used as state parameters. Basically, the choice of the
state parameters is reactor-dependent, characterizing the
reactor itself, and determined by the types of reactivity
feedback reproducing its physical behavior.
Each assembly is calculated in presumed conditions of
operation, since the actual operating conditions cannot
be known in advance. It is then considered as surrounded
by other assemblies, which are usually of the same type
so that reflection applies at the boundary. These calculations are performed by exposing the fuel element up
to a target burnup and at a constant power level. Only
the microscopic cross sections of a few nuclides are prepared because burnup calculations operated at the core
level use simplified decay chains to achieve global runtime optimization. The preparation of separate data per
nuclide allows to consider different spectral conditions for
fuel depletion when the element is placed into the core.
The concentrations of these special nuclides along the core
cycle are computed by using reaction rates determined by
the core solver. These rates are actually computed with
homogenized microscopic cross sections interpolated on
lookup tables at the local values of the state parameters. The spatial description in the core of these nuclides
affects sharply the storage need. This motivates the simplifications in the depletion chain and the practical usage
of lumped nuclides, which are fictitious materials whose
compounds’ concentrations are bound by constant ratios.
They are used for groups of fission products and burnable poisons. Instead, the main actinides must always be
treated separately for applications with long cycle exposure and high flux irradiation. 135 Xe and 135 I are needed
for instance to study the power fluctuations due to shortterm control. About PWR, 10 B is included because it
is responsible for long-term control. A residual material
lumps all other nuclides which are not considered by the
depletion solver of the core code. Dedicated algorithms
produce the simplified decay chains after selection of the
number of nuclides to track in the core calculation.
Cross sections are homogenized over the Cartesian
grid defined by the physical cells of the lattice, yielding
the final pin-by-pin representation with a homogeneous
mixture per cell. It must be noted again that the postulated physical conditions for lattice calculations are quite
approximate, with reflection at the boundary as main
strong assumption. Moreover, the temperature in the fuel
is distributed uniformly as a simplification to avoid expensive iterations between the lattice computer code and a
thermo-mechanical code.

3 Compression by redundancy reduction
The main goal of data compression is the reduction in the
storage need [7]. Different representations of the actual
data are sought with compression algorithms by removing hidden redundancy and by extracting the only relevant
components. Compression can occur with minimal or controlled loss of information, or it can keep the full original
content. We talk of lossy compression in the first case, lossless in the second one. A compression algorithm includes
several steps, with a numerical transform as key element.
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Quantization and further encoding may follow with specific features that depend on the particular use, like with
the online processing of videos and images. Here, we focus
our attention on the Hotelling transform, which showed
the best compression performances in previous works [4,5].
The different assembly states are calculated by several
lattice transport calculations. Each calculation corresponds to a given combination of P parameters, which are
considered as linearly independent in a multi-dimensional
NP
space P = i=1 Pi ⊆ RP built by the Cartesian composition of the sets of real points Pi , so that p~ =
(p1 , . . . , pP ) ∈ P with pi ∈ Pi ⊆ R, ∀i. The few-group
partial cross sections are then considered as functions of
the state parameters, i.e. σ = σ(~
p). They are known only
at the points of the hyper-rectangular grid composed by
[p1,π1 , π1 = 1, . . . , Π1 ] × . . . × [pP,πP , πP = 1, . . . , ΠP ], for
QP
a total of P = i=1 Πi state points. Besides, they are
strictly positive real-valued functions.
Regardless of the microscopic or macroscopic attribute,
that is in practice linking the intended cross section to a
non-unitary nuclide concentration, pin-wise cross sections
can be represented by multi-dimensional arrays with elements like σ(k, π1 , . . . , πP ). The new index k refers to
the pin position in the assembly, after unfolding all pins
by the lexicographical order for instance. When appropriate, the array can be extended with more dimensions to
account also for the type of nuclide or for the type of partial reaction in order to represent more microscopic cross
sections under the same entity in memory. In this case, the
dependencies other than the state parameters can still be
arranged along the k-th axis.
We now reshape the previous array in order to get the
real-valued matrix M = [mk,q = σ(k, q), k = 1, . . . , K, q =
1, . . . , P ], where the original array has been flattened on
the p’s axes using the column-major order for the second dimension, such that q = π1 + Π1 (π2 + Π2 (. . . (πP −1 +
ΠP −1 πP ) . . .)). A similar result can be obtained by flattening with the row-major order. The shape of M becomes
(K, P ), being K the number of pin cells in the assembly
for instance. The size of M (K × P ) is expected to be very
large.
After centering the matrix around the mean by columns
m,
~ that is by the operation Z = M − m
~ ⊗ ~1P , we can
obtain the covariance matrix by the scalar product with
its transpose, i.e. C = Z · ZT /K. ~1P is a vector of all ones
and length P . The above column-wise mean stands for
the expected value of each cross section over the state
parameter space P, provided unitary distributions, i.e.
m
~ = (M · ~1P )/P . The expansion of the covariance matrix
in terms of the components of Z yields simply C = (M ·
MT − P m
~ ⊗ m)/K.
~
In order to apply the HT we must resolve the following
eigenvalue problem:
CE = EΛ,

(1)

with the eigen-vectors arranged by column in E and the
eigenvalues λ along the diagonal matrix Λ. The matrix
E is unitary after proper normalization, i.e. ET = E−1 .
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Since the covariance matrix is real and symmetric by definition (CT = C), thus Hermitian positive semi-definite,
the eigenvalues are all real. They can be computed for
instance by a fast divide-and-conquer algorithm [8], like
by the LAPACK routine syev [9]. These eigenvalues represent the variances in the transformed space where the
new coordinates are de facto completely decorrelated. So
the HT consists in determining the new coordinates:
Y = ET · (M − m
~ ⊗ ~1P ),

(2)

whose covariance matrix is again Λ. The inverse transform
follows simply by multiplying equation (2) with E from
the left and by summing the mean values:
M=E·Y+m
~ ⊗ ~1P .

(3)

The HT of the matrix M requires the solution of
an eigenvalue problem for the square covariance matrix,
whose size is K 2 , and the computational effort is small
for K  P . Otherwise, recurring to the singular value
decomposition (SVD) of Z can be a better choice [8].
In fact, by Z = USV, with the left singular vectors
in U, the right singular vectors in V and the singular values along the main diagonal of S, it follows that
KC = Z · ZT = US2 UT . The squared singular values
yield then the sought variances, and the singular vectors the matrix E. SVD can also be computed fast by
the divide-and-conquer algorithm, like by the LAPACK
routine gesdd.
After sorting the eigen-pairs by decreasing order of the
corresponding eigenvalues (or singular values), it is possible to truncate the decomposition by neglecting the terms
associated to the lowest variances. The truncation yields
of course an approximation of the original matrix M,
say M0 , leading to a controlled lossy compression. The
new quantities to store are the transformed coefficients
in Y, the transformed directions in E and the mean values in m.
~ Sometimes, it can be numerically beneficial to
divide the samples by the standard deviation (Std), still
computed by columns. In this case the same equations
introduced so far apply after the redefinition M ← S−1 M,
with S = diag(~s) and ~s = Std([σ(k, •), k = 1, . . . , K]) =
1
(M{2} · ~1P /P − m
~ {2} ){ /2 } , where (∗){N } stands for the
element-wise exponentiation to the power N . An additional matrix multiplication is also needed after the
inverse transformation, and the storage cost increases of
one more array of size K. It must be noted that the matrices Y and E become rectangular after truncation. Many
eigenvalues can be neglected in general thanks to the high
decorrelation capability of the HT, thus achieving high
compression. Actually, neighboring samples can be highly
correlated in the original data representation, meaning
hidden redundancy that compression seeks to reduce.
The compression performances are given by the compression ratio CR, determined by the initial number of
values to store over the final number of compressed coefficients retained. The CR is related to the memory savings
µ = 1 − 1/CR, assuming the same floating point representation in memory for the data. After keeping κ
variances at truncation (out of the available K), the CR
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is determined as:


CR =

KP
κ+2
=
+ρ
Kκ + κP + 2K
P

−1
(4)

with ρ = κ/K < 1. Equation (4) considers two matrices
and two arrays to store because of the transform, that is
using also the normalization of the original data by the
standard deviation. It is possible to notice that CR ≈
1/ρ for P  K, which is the case of a dense sampling in
P, or when the system is characterized by several types
of reactivity feedback, implying many independent state
parameters. Moreover, savings in storage occur only for
ρ<1−

κ+2
P

or κ < κ̂ =

P −2
K.
P +K

(5)

We can recognize the fraction (κ̂ + 2)/P as the minimal
fraction of rows to remove over the original K rows to
have a positive storage gain.
The mean squared error between the original data
and the approximated data can be determined by the
Frobenius norm, becoming equal to the sum of the discarded variances by virtue of the properties of unitary
matrices, see [4] for a short demonstration. For completeness, the Frobenius norm of a matrix is defined as the
squared root of the sum of all its squared elements in absolute value. This norm bounds the maximum element-wise
norm [8]:
kRkmax = max{|rij |} ≤ kRkF =
ij

P

K
X

!1/2
λi

(6)

i=κ+1

with the error matrix R = M − M0 and after retaining
the first κ variances and modes (out of the available K).
Obviously, zero error corresponds to compression without
truncation, and vice versa. If all K terms are truncated,
kRkF matches kMkF given by the sum of all variances,
or by the sum of its squared singular values, with 100%
error. We estimate the relative error by kRkF /kMkF and
we say that M0 approximates M to d decimal digits if the
relative error is O(10−d ).

4 Remarks about accuracy of compressed
cross sections
The process of cross section preparation involves many
approximations and assumptions, yet regardless of the
possible simplifications in the calculation schemes introduced to have shorter runtime at execution. The first
and foremost approximation concerns reflection at the
boundary of the modelled assembly, which applies all
along the burnup calculation. This condition is accepted
despite it is certainly not met at real operation. Hence, the
homogenized cross sections must always be considered as
approximated quantities in the context of core calculations, even when the reaction rates are preserved in the
modelled fuel assembly by lattice calculations.
The application of a numerical transform like HT on a
set of cross sections yields an equivalent representation,

since the only loss in accuracy may come from the numerical precision of the machine, which is generally not a
severe issue with modern computers and floating point
arithmetic. Loss in accuracy does come afterwards when
truncating the sum of the eigen-decomposition. Although
experience shows that many terms can usually be removed
with limited loss of initial information, it is necessary to
provide recommendations for acceptable tolerances on the
quantities of interest, being still the reaction rates.
When considering the reaction rates calculated by the
lattice transport calculation, the accuracy of the reconstructed rates is determined by the only reconstructed
cross sections, since the condensation flux is known and it
can be considered as a reference. Instead, when considering the reaction rates calculated later in a core calculation,
the mutual relation between the cross sections and the
flux must be taken into account. The derivatives of the
reaction rates, or say their incremental variations, on the
homogenized cross sections should be measurable to fix
precise thresholds at truncation. First-order Perturbation
Theory can avoid the calculation of new flux distributions
with the modified cross sections, but a transport operator
is needed. It seems natural to adopt the low-order operator
selected for Equivalence Theory, which is required anyway
in both pin-by-pin or assembly-quarter representations.
But in case equivalence is applied, it could even correct the
error in the truncated cross sections. For instance, SPH
equivalence corrects the local cross sections to match the
reference reaction rates. Equivalence is usually included in
the initial preparation process, but it can also be called at
a second stage, that is on demand right before setting up
a core calculation, like when rehomogenization techniques
are used for the cross sections. This would require the
additional storage of a few macroscopic reference reaction
rates per assembly, which is however much smaller than
the whole microscopic dataset. We set apart these considerations hereafter in favor of a simpler argument, based
on the neutron reactivity.
The infinite multiplication factor of the fuel assembly is
calculated as k∞ = P R/AR, with the total neutron production and absorption macroscopic reaction rates, P R
and AR, respectively, of the kind σφ. The neutron flux
φ is volume-integrated. This notation implies the sum of
the rates in all pin cells, which are still computed in the
assembly with reflection at the boundary. These are integral rates in energy and space. As well, the absorption
cross section is used for AR, while P R uses the fission
cross section times the neutron multiplicity. If we indicate
a variation of a reaction rate RR as δRR = RR0 − RR,
with the prime to indicate the modified state, we can
express the change in reactivity at first-order as:
1
∆ρ ≈
k∞




δP R δAR
−
,
PR
AR

(7)

with both relative differences given in the form:
δRR
δσ δφ
≈
+
RR
σ
φ

and

δσ X δσi
=
fi .
σ
σi
i

(8)
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The cross section change is further decomposed in the sum
of its microscopic components over the available nuclides
with the fractions fi = Ni σi /σ, being Ni the nuclide density. The flux change is expected in opposite sign for a
change in absorption and production for physical reasons, but exact compensation of their effects is rare or
plainly unrealistic. As an example, this simple derivation shows that 1% change in the production rate can
cause a deviation of 1000 pcm in reactivity. The uncertainty on reactivity computed by lattice calculations is
typically around ±50 pcm, which means 0.05% tolerable
differences on rates. The microscopic cross sections can
however be treated differently according to the fraction fi ,
that relaxes this strict requirement. In other words, higher
truncation error can be accepted on the cross sections of
a nuclide that is contributing less to the corresponding
macroscopic cross section. The separate treatment of the
nuclides for a lossy compression affects the definition of
the matrix M with proper grouping of the indices other
than p~ under the index k.
Another solution to assess sensitivity of reaction rates
on cross sections would be to perform assembly calculations with different nuclear data libraries. This option is
dropped out in this work because it would demand too
many expensive and long calculations.

5 Multivariate polynomial interpolation
The reconstruction of the few-group cross section data
as continuous functions over P is usually performed by
a linear interpolation scheme [10–12]. Here, cross sections
are always considered as homogeneous data in each cell of
the spatial mesh used for the calculation.
Specifically, this means constructing an P
approximation
P
s to a given cross section σ in the form s = i=1 αi bi ≈ σ,
with the real coefficients αi and known functions bi
defined on the same domain P of σ [13]. The particular
approximation by interpolation is achieved by the linear
functionals γ1 , . . . , γP , describing different interpolation
conditions:
γi σ = γi s, ∀i.

(9)

Hence, the approximation problem depends only on the
linear span of the expansion functions and P
on the linear
span
of
the
interpolation
conditions,
i.e.
{
i αi bi } and
P
{ i αi γi }, respectively, with αi ∈ R, i = 1, . . . , P for both
sets. Although ordinary interpolation is used in the following, being γi σ = σ(~
pi ), ∀i, the same conclusion holds
with many other schemes, like osculatory interpolation
or least-squares approximations for instance. We select
a polynomial base in this work for the expansion functions, using tensor products of linear spaces of univariate
functions.
The linear interpolation problem derived from the system equations in (9) has a unique solution if and only if the
Gramian matrix G = [γi bj , i, j = 1, . . . P ] is invertible, in
order to obtain the fitting coefficients by
α
~ = G−1~γ σ,

(10)
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with ~γ = [γi , i = 1, . . . , P ] and α
~ containing all αi .
The dependence of the cross sections on the state
parameters reproduces the reactivity feedback in the neutron multiplying system. This is a fundamental point for
multi-physics calculations employing the two-level scheme
based on Homogenization and Equivalence theory [1]. The
computational cost associated to the function evaluation
of all cross section approximations becomes rapidly excessive as soon as the calculation model is enhanced with
more nuclides and further refinement is operated on the
initial coarser mesh in space. For example, the pin-bypin partition of the assembly lattice implies tracking the
same isotope in every pin during the burnup calculation,
instead of using a single quantity averaged in its volume,
that is with only one cell per assembly. This often forces
the use of constant values for the state parameters on
multiple cells in order to reduce the total number of function evaluations, thus accepting simplified and surrogated
physical models in the coupled problem, or a loss of information obtained by computationally expensive solvers. In
the former case, the computer codes which require more
computational resources could be penalized by poor physical information coming from the other codes, without
significant gain in the global accuracy. In the latter case,
the thorough and costly efforts spent could be cancelled
by subsequent averaging. Eventually, the introduced simplifications may not be worth the total computational
cost.
It is then necessary to find a solution allowing to keep
the ensued degree of physical description and accuracy
in the coupled problem. By virtue of linearity indeed, the
interpolation scheme can be applied directly onto the compressed coefficients, after applying the HT on the output
space created by a collection of cross sections, as shown
in Section 3:
~γ M = E · (~γ Y) + m
~ ⊗ ~1P .

(11)

It is assumed implicitly in equation (11) that linear
interpolation does not alter constant values. The modes
(singular vectors) in the matrix E are not subject to interpolation because E commutes with the application of the
linear functionals vector.
The size of the matrix Y with the transformed coefficients is (κ × P ), where κ < K is the number of the
only variances retained by truncation. Its elements laying
on the second dimension retain the dependencies on the
state parameters at the coordinates πi , i = 1, . . . , P . The
reverse reshaping of each row of Y to recover separate
indices per axis (Pi , ∀i) yields the new multi-dimensional
arrays for extending σ continuously on P by multivariate
interpolation. The total computational cost for interpolation is thus reduced theoretically by the ratio ρ used
for equation (4), since the matrix multiplication by the
(only) rectangular portion of E, the sum with the mean
values and the multiplication by the standard deviations
take negligible time. Hence the higher the efficiency at
compression, the faster the whole evaluation of the data
set by interpolation.
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Table 1. List of values used for the 4-dimensional few-group datasets.
Parameter

Values
◦

Fuel Temperature ( C)
Moderator Temperature (◦ C)
Boron Concentration (ppm)
Fuel Burnup (GWd/t)

Depletion mesh (GWd/t)

295.00, 303.30, 626.85, 800.00, 1200.00, 2000.00
295.00, 303.30, 311.50, 326.85, 344.00
0, 300, 600, 900, 1600
(1, 9.375E−03), (1, 3.750E−02), (1, 1.500E−01),
(2, 0.500E−01), (2, 1.000E+00), (3, 7.000E+00),
(1, 1.000E+01), (2, 2.000E+01), (5, 7.000E+01)
(2, 1.875E−02), (1, 3.750E−02), (1, 7.500E−02),
(2, 1.500E−01), (4, 5.000E−01), (4, 1.000E+00),
(44, 1.20E+01), (6, 1.500E+01), (5, 2.000E+01),
(25, 7.00E+01)

6 Results
This section presents the results of the compression algorithm applied on two different multi-parameter datasets.
The datasets contain two-group pin-by-pin homogenized
cross sections prepared by lattice transport calculations
performed with the code APOLLO3 R v.2.0.2 [14]. Two
PWR configurations are considered, coming from the
benchmark problem proposed by Yamamoto [6]. The first
configuration (UGd) is about a UO2 fuel assembly with
some fuel pins poisoned by gadolinium, while the second
one (MOX) uses mixed oxide fuel types. Both configurations show a heterogeneous lattice design. Cross sections
of heavy nuclides are self-shielded by the fine structure
method, also known as Livolant-Jeanpierre method, while
the flux calculations are performed by the method of characteristics. The full problem specifications and calculation
options are the same as in [4], hence we refer to the cited
reference without repeating here all the details. A discussion about the application of the linear interpolation
problem onto the compressed coefficients completes the
section.
6.1 Dataset characterization
The two assemblies are calculated up to the average burnup of 70 GWd/t at constant thermal power, and the
nuclide inventory determined at different times along the
exposure is used to setup new calculations by varying
the other state parameters. Table 1 shows the lists of
values used for the different parameters. The list of burnup values is specified according to the input practice of
APOLLO3 R which needs a sequence of couples where the
first key is the number of equally spaced points between
the succeeding burnup values in the second keys. The burnup value list always starts from zero. The calculations at
perturbed conditions are performed when the average burnup of the fuel assembly matches one of the values in this
list. The finer burnup mesh in the last row of the table
is used by the predictor-corrector scheme of the depletion
solver. Temperature is set uniformly in the fuel and moderator regions. Natural abundances are used for 10 B and
11
B present in boric acid H3 BO3 , which is diluted in the
neutron moderating water. The values in bold are used
to set the conditions of depletion at nominal operation

along fuel exposure. The state parameter space spanned
by these value lists is assumed covering operational conditions and reactivity-initiated accidents, with a total of
2850 calculation points.
Cross sections are condensed in two energy groups,
whose bounds are in decreasing order: 19.64, 6.25E−07,
and 1.10E−10 MeV; according to common usage, the
first group is for fast neutrons while thermal neutrons
are represented by the second one. Here we only consider
two-group data sets to comply with standard core calculations using neutron diffusion theory that are performed
in industry for reactor design and safety. Therefore, we
consider only the reactions absorption, production (nufission) and scattering in the following, since the fission
emission spectrum is fixed with non-zero (and unitary)
neutron emission only in the fast group, and the other
ones do not enter the neutron balance equation to solve.
Cross sections are homogenized in each pin cell, producing
microscopic cross sections for the following list of nuclides:
234–238
U, 237,239 Np, 238–242 Pu, 241,242M,243 Am, 242–245 Cm, 135 I,
135
Xe, 149 Pm, and 149 Sm. Only one lumped residual is
considered, even in the case of the gadolinium-poisoned
assembly. Although this nuclide list is rather short, it can
offer an idea of general use in reactor analysis and it serves
the purpose of this work. The memory savings sought by
the compression technique are expected to be proportional
to the number of nuclides used.
The pin-wise distributions of homogenized cross
sections are quite regular with higher variations around
the spatial average at the beginning of the irradiation
period due to the heterogeneity features of the assembly design. In the UGd fuel assembly for instance, the
pin-wise distribution of thermal nu-fission cross section of
235
U shows a larger standard deviation with fresh fuel,
see Figure 1, and consequent decrease of its average value
for the presence of highly poisoned fuel pins, which have
also a lower enrichment (4% instead of 6.5% in weight).
Each point in the figure corresponds to a pin-wise distribution at a given physical state of the assembly. The
values are plotted with dots changing color from black
to red as far as the assembly is depleted (white standing
in the medium range of exposure). The pin-wise distribution narrows with increasing averages after consumption
of the poison and redistribution of the power through the
pins of different fissile credits. Instead, the cross section of
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Fig. 1. Mean and standard deviation (Std) of the pin-wise
neutron production cross section of 235 U in the UGd fuel
assembly.
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Fig. 2. Mean and standard deviation (Std) of the pin-wise
absorption cross section of 238 U in the UGd fuel assembly.

235

U for fast neutron production varies little in this assembly, with moderate increase of the average value at high
burnup for plutonium build-up and spectrum hardening.
Thermal absorption of 238 U in Figure 2 shows the same
trend of thermal production of 235 U, contrary to its fast
absorption that changes much less, but still with increasing mean when the spectrum hardens. The similar trends
noticed with thermal cross sections in Figures 1 and 2 can
be explained by the fact that both cross sections show
the characteristic behavior of inverse proportionality to
the neutron velocity (v) in the thermal range, being then
averaged with a Maxwellian-like neutron spectrum at the
same temperature.
We plot the absorption cross section of 239 Pu from the
MOX fuel assembly in Figure 3 as last example. Although
three types of fuel pins with different plutonium content
are used, the MOX fuel assembly shows less variability in
space for the pin-wise distributions of the cross sections,
and this holds for the whole exposure period. Despite its
thermal absorption also behaves like 1/v, a different trend
is observed compared to Figures 1 and 2 because the spectrum in the MOX assembly is harder. Again, prolonged
exposure tends to reduce the variability in space with an
increase of the mean values.
Generally compared to the mean values, standard deviations of spatial distributions are quite small at all
points given by the combinations of the state parameters, see Figures 4 and 5. The distributions depicted by
the histograms are shown up to the 95-th percentile. The
information of limited variability in space is very important because it prefigures that the application of the HT
will be successful.
Fractions of macroscopic cross sections were introduced
in Section 4 in order to relax the truncation thresholds
for the nuclides specialized in the core library. We list
the nuclides whose mean fraction determined over all the
given data sites in P, all pin cells and the two energy
groups is greater than 1% in Tables 2 and 3 for the UGd
assembly, and in Tables 4 and 5 for the MOX assembly.

Fig. 3. Mean and standard deviation (Std) of the pin-wise
absorption cross section of 239 Pu in the MOX fuel assembly.

Fig. 4. Ratio of standard deviation (Std) over mean values of
the pin-wise cross sections of all nuclides in the UGd dataset.
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Table 4. Mean, Std and maximum values of the fractions
fi for neutron absorption of some nuclides from the MOX
dataset.
Nuclide i

Mean

Std

max

241

2.733
42.927
11.643
9.415
1.752
16.260
12.673

1.225
25.941
7.134
4.059
1.927
32.960
13.899

4.274
75.709
21.294
17.692
4.713
100.000
45.104

Am
Pu
240
Pu
241
Pu
242
Pu
Res.
238
U
239

Table 5. Mean, Std and maximum values of the fractions
fi for neutron production of some nuclides from the MOX
dataset.
Fig. 5. Ratio of standard deviation (Std) over mean values of
the pin-wise cross sections of all nuclides in the MOX dataset.

Table 2. Mean, Std and maximum values of the fractions
fi for neutron absorption of some nuclides from the UGd
dataset.
Nuclide i

Mean

Std

max

239

7.985
1.959
1.248
24.295
38.770
23.134
1.312

12.913
3.511
2.618
34.977
28.856
22.495
1.734

46.052
13.623
11.704
100.000
91.161
54.510
4.172

Pu
Pu
241
Pu
Res.
235
U
238
U
135
Xe
240

Table 3. Mean, Std and maximum values of the fractions
fi for neutron production of some nuclides from the UGd
dataset.
Nuclide i

Mean

Std

max

239

11.917
2.535
61.627
10.315

16.313
4.599
31.775
12.204

62.389
20.266
100.000
39.398

Pu
Pu
235
U
238
U
241

The contribution of the Residual nuclide (Res.) to absorption is relevant because it includes gadolinium (in UGd)
and borated water, with maximum value of 100% in the
guide tube pins for being the only homogenized nuclide
therein. As expected, fissile nuclides take the highest fractions in the production cross section. The high plutonium
grade used in MOX fuel type is confirmed in the printed
values.
6.2 Compression performances
In this section, the HT is applied on the microscopic cross
sections arranged according to the matricization M used
in Section 3. We study the compression performances for
the absorption, for the production (nu-fission) and for
the (isotropic) scattering cross sections, which can be

Nuclide i

Mean

Std

max

239

60.441
1.588
17.351
5.224

26.851
1.825
8.175
6.208

86.259
4.254
32.142
22.383

Pu
Pu
241
Pu
238
U
240

used later to setup pin-by-pin core calculations in twogroup diffusion theory. Truncation thresholds are varied
to ensure sufficient accuracy on reconstructed data as
discussed in Section 4.
Homogenized cross sections are prepared for each pin
cell by one-eighth fuel assembly calculations, counting
K = 45 pin cells, where only 39 cells contain fissile
nuclides. The symmetries of the assemblies with reflection boundary condition at all sides are exploited to get
faster calculations and to reduce the total storage of output data. The cross sections of the remaining pin cells
in the full assembly are obtained in core calculations by
the corresponding cell in the eighth of the assembly after
unfolding the geometry, and by interpolating with the
state parameters at the current local values. Lattice calculations are performed at all physical conditions given
by Table 1 (P = 2850). When building the matrices for
compression, cross section data are flattened on the group
index too, so that the second dimension counts P × 2 elements for absorption and production (k̂ ≈ 44.63), and
P × 4 for scattering (k̂ ≈ 44.81). Hence, negative gains
are basically prevented; from equation (5) we note that
limP →∞ k̂ = K. However, this is an optional choice since
flattening on the group index can be operated also along
the first dimension indexed by k.
After transforming the matrices obtained for each
nuclide and reaction type, the truncation is applied
by a fixed threshold fraction τ on the total sum of
the variances. This truncation threshold relates to the
allowed minimum mean squared reconstruction error. This
method using a unique value of τ is simpler to implement than using the fractions fi of the macroscopic cross
sections introduced in Section 4 to have different threshold values; it already shows very interesting performances.
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Table 6. Error on k∞ in pcm after lossy compression by truncated HT on the UGd dataset with separate matrices
M per nuclide and reaction.
τ

µ

P5

P50

Mean

P95

max tail

1.0e−02
1.0e−03
1.0e−04
1.0e−05
1.0e−06
1.0e−07
1.0e−08

96.34
95.05
94.74
93.14
89.42
84.81
76.87

−13173.143
−22.007
−28.077
−13.382
−7.557
−6.244
−1.087

−753.096
−0.672
−2.302
−0.584
+0.128
−0.088
−0.031

+1863.423
−11.201
−15.814
+1.949
−0.419
−0.987
−0.092

+3045.504
+64.281
+68.213
+13.465
+16.102
+6.494
+1.324

−15670.448
+80.737
+87.911
+18.070
+19.781
+9.490
−2.495

Table 7. Error on k∞ in pcm after lossy compression by truncated HT on the MOX dataset with separate matrices
M per nuclide and reaction.
τ

µ

P5

P50

Mean

P95

max tail

1.0e−01
1.0e−02
1.0e−03
1.0e−04
1.0e−05
1.0e−06
1.0e−07
1.0e−08

97.42
97.37
95.99
95.08
94.33
91.11
88.56
84.54

−641.367
+27.412
+27.650
−12.033
−11.172
−0.688
−0.460
−0.557

−384.974
+49.085
+50.005
+0.223
−0.403
−0.104
−0.024
−0.008

−343.453
+51.710
+52.135
+1.337
+1.176
−0.274
−0.063
+0.074

−228.370
+68.203
+70.868
+8.534
+6.422
+1.015
+0.561
+0.408

−796.313
+78.249
+81.429
−14.812
−11.946
+1.924
+0.944
−0.717

Its behavior changes with the matrix under compression, discarding more or less terms depending on how
the pin-wise cross section distributions are correlated. The
other method remains of interest for larger data sets, like
for instance with compositions of fuel assemblies forming a radial portion of the core that could really demand
excessive memory storage.
The spectrum of all covariance matrices shows real
eigenvalues differing of many orders of magnitude, that
is very large condition numbers. It follows that very small
thresholds τ can already discard a large number of components in E. Tables 6 and 7 report the savings µ measured
with different threshold values, showing also the mean
value and the percentiles at 5%, 50% (median) and 95%
of the error distribution in pcm of the multiplication factor k∞ . The multiplication factor is calculated by using
the same pin-by-pin flux distribution stored in the original
dataset and the macroscopic cross sections given by the
reconstructed microscopic cross sections, in order to check
the neutron balance with the resultant reaction rates
and the reference ones from transport. Conforming to
the homogenization paradigm, this procedure neglects the
changes induced in the flux distribution for using different
cross sections in the pins when the assembly sees different
neighbors in core calculations. The flux from the dataset
is a reference one, because it was computed by the lattice calculation when preparing the original cross sections.
The application of an equivalence procedure modifying
the homogenized cross sections (like SPH) is of no use in
these circumstances because it would conserve by definition the reference reaction rates (and leakage), matching
also exactly the reference multiplication factor for any
error caused by truncated compression.

Table 8. Error on macroscopic cross sections after lossy
compression by truncated HT on the UGd dataset with
separate matrices M per nuclide and reaction.
τ

µ

Σa

νΣf

Σs

1.0e−02
1.0e−03
1.0e−04
1.0e−05
1.0e−06
1.0e−07
1.0e−08

96.34
95.05
94.74
93.14
89.42
84.81
76.87

+197.320
+33.592
+33.663
−3.910
−2.865
+2.001
−0.316

−2.713
−2.713
−2.713
−0.800
−0.265
−0.190
+0.073

+597.224
−85.145
+27.597
−26.030
+10.182
+3.629
−2.295

The error distribution narrows considerably by tightening the truncation threshold still showing high savings
and compression ratios. The pin-wise distributions of rates
are smoother in the MOX assembly than in the UGd
assembly, and this can be noticed by the fact that higher
threshold values can attain higher savings and smaller
error on the multiplication factor. Tables 8 and 9 show the
largest tails of the relative error distributions in percent
on the macroscopic cross sections over all energy groups.
Their corresponding 95-th percentiles fall below 0.1% for
τ < 10−5 . Matrices for scattering cross sections have twice
the number of columns and their maximum local errors
are higher in general than those of the other reaction
types. The use of different truncation thresholds per reaction type is then recommended with separate matrices
per nuclide and per reaction type, when the reactor analyst aims primarily at reducing memory occupation. As
well, this will yield faster interpolation for fitting fewer
compressed coefficients.
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Table 9. Error on macroscopic cross sections after lossy
compression by truncated HT on the MOX dataset with
separate matrices M per nuclide and reaction.
τ

µ

Σa

νΣf

Σs

1.0e−01
1.0e−02
1.0e−03
1.0e−04
1.0e−05
1.0e−06
1.0e−07
1.0e−08

97.42
97.37
95.99
95.08
94.33
91.11
88.56
84.54

−499.902
−7.339
−7.337
+1.241
+0.547
−0.384
−0.270
−0.111

−11.453
−11.442
−11.398
+0.482
+0.512
−0.500
−0.288
−0.204

−691.824
−691.824
−72.476
−72.422
−2.831
−2.672
−2.160
−0.962

There are many possibilities to combine the indices of
the dataset (except those in p~) to make suitable matrices
M for compression. A unique matrix can also be assembled with all the elements of the dataset, provided that
enough memory storage is available. This consideration
holds for any number of cells dividing the assembly under
study, that is also when homogenizing the cross sections
over the entire assembly or in one of its quarters. It is clear
then that compression can also be used with the existing
datasets of ordinary nodal calculations, whose basic unit
of the spatial mesh is normally the quarter of assembly.

6.3 Discussion about interpolation of reconstructed
data
Compression performances are even higher when the
M-matrices of all the nuclides are vertically stacked by
rows for every reaction type, see Tables 10 and 11. In this
case the truncation threshold needed to achieve about 1
pcm error on k∞ must be smaller because the condition
numbers are even bigger, requesting necessarily double
float precision. The numerical transform processes now
only three matrices, which are however much larger in size.
Hence, matrix multiplication with possibly larger matrices E are also expected with the inverse transformation.
However, the HT is so sharp in decorrelating the input
data that the new matrices E always stay limited in size
for containing very few modes. Tables 12 and 13 show the
corresponding largest tails of the relative error distributions in percent on the macroscopic cross sections, with a
similar trend to the previous case.
Errors on the microscopic cross sections present similar
trends, and so they are not shown here to limit the printed
contents. But they have been carefully checked to avoid
any suspicious error compensation. They are studied to
check how accurate truncated compression can reproduce
the original data. The relative errors of the reconstructed
microscopic cross sections, estimated by the ratio of the
matrix norms of the difference over the reference, as introduced at the end of Section 3, are of O(10−4 ) when k∞
is accurate up to a few tens of pcm, and decrease further
with smaller values of τ . So, we say that the reconstructed
values are accurate to about 4 or 5 significant digits.
The original size of the datasets is about 450 MB in
memory. Common applications in reactor design can take
up to several GBs for a library of a fuel assembly type after
considering more state parameters and more specialized
nuclides. The acceptable threshold must be selected by
testing progressively with smaller values and by measuring the accuracy of the new approximations. Nevertheless,
the applications of HT and of its inverse transform take
only a small fraction of a second, even on very large matrices. The results presented in this section are obtained
with the normalization of the elements of the matrices M
by the standard deviation calculated by columns, which
improved considerably the global numerical outcome during the computation of these badly conditioned matrices.
No negative values were observed when reconstructing the
cross sections during this analysis.

The compressed coefficients are stored in the matrix Y
by rows, keeping the dependence on the physical state
parameters by columns. Each row identifies then the
samples of a given coefficient undergoing later interpolation. They show quite regular functions of the state
parameters for low frequency modes, but at low burnup
values where yet the original cross sections presented steep
gradients. This occurs of course for the xenon buildup phenomenon achieving its equilibrium concentration after a
few hundreds of MWd/t of exposure at nominal power.
The coefficients and their corresponding modes in the
matrix E are sorted in decreasing order of the variances. We observe that the magnitude of the coefficients is
decreasing with the higher modes, that is row by row from
the first to the last ones, which are associated with high
frequency variations. The compressed coefficients appear
bounded in finite ranges, and they all verify zero mean
caused by the shift with the array m
~ when building the
covariance matrix. The differences in scale among the
many cross sections under fit are recovered by the modes,
which are never subject to any interpolation process. As
an example, Figures 6 and 7 illustrate the behavior of the
first and of the fortieth coefficients obtained by compressing the matrix built with the absorption cross sections
of all nuclides from the UGd dataset (τ = 10−10 offering
the best score in the previous tests). The different colors in the figure represent the behavior of the function
along the burnup for fixed values of the other parameters.
The outcome for the other cross section types is similar.
The compression with this truncation threshold yields 106
coefficients for the UGd dataset and 84 coefficients for
the MOX dataset. These numbers yield directly the total
number of interpolation to perform in order to evaluate
the pin-by-pin homogenized cross sections in 45 pins, for
25 nuclides and in 2 energy groups, thus achieving also a
strong saving in time.
The constraint of ensuring positivity that holds when
fitting the original cross section functions is no longer
needed for the fit of the compressed coefficients. This
is an important observation when using polynomials.
Since the coefficients of low frequency modes seem mapping smoother functions than for high frequency modes,
a low polynomial order shall be enough to yield accurate approximations. Approximations by linear regression
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Table 10. Error on k∞ in pcm after lossy compression by truncated HT on the UGd dataset with matrices M per
reaction type only.
τ

µ

P5

P50

Mean

P95

max tail

1.0e−06
1.0e−07
1.0e−08
1.0e−09
1.0e−10

97.64
96.58
95.32
93.57
91.09

−132.875
−67.151
−17.257
−2.408
−0.538

−0.483
+0.121
+0.000
+0.003
−0.000

−12.087
+3.464
−0.909
+0.017
−0.021

+153.752
+49.369
+19.512
+2.438
+0.567

−658.513
+328.918
+91.202
−7.162
+1.417

Table 11. Error on k∞ in pcm after lossy compression by truncated HT on the MOX dataset with matrices M per
reaction type only.
τ

µ

P5

P50

Mean

P95

max tail

1.0e−06
1.0e−07
1.0e−08
1.0e−09
1.0e−10

98.37
97.75
96.95
95.78
93.29

−441.444
−139.831
−24.197
−10.937
−1.110

−3.896
−0.892
+0.116
−0.028
−0.000

+44.336
+1.597
+1.763
−0.447
+0.035

+442.454
+122.305
+17.185
+12.554
+1.159

−3699.748
+740.858
+87.611
+29.688
+2.369

Table 12. Error on macroscopic cross sections after lossy
compression by truncated HT on the UGd dataset with
matrices M per reaction type only.
τ

µ

Σa

νΣf

Σs

1.0e−06
1.0e−07
1.0e−08
1.0e−09
1.0e−10

97.64
96.58
95.32
93.57
91.09

−3.040
−1.829
+0.791
+0.164
+0.065

−3.856
+1.745
−0.614
−0.140
+0.046

+35.330
+62.319
+7.109
−4.127
+1.681

Table 13. Error on macroscopic cross sections after lossy
compression by truncated HT on the MOX dataset with
matrices M per reaction type only.

Fig. 6. Scatter plot of coefficient 1 along the burnup axis (UGd
dataset).

Fig. 7. Scatter plot of coefficient 40 along the burnup axis (UGd
dataset).

τ

µ

Σa

νΣf

Σs

1.0e−06
1.0e−07
1.0e−08
1.0e−09
1.0e−10

98.37
97.75
96.95
95.78
93.29

+5.385
−1.878
+0.352
−0.083
−0.030

−7.340
−5.112
−0.853
−0.200
−0.082

−31.157
−14.454
−10.252
−2.019
−0.973

could even be proposed for these low frequency coefficients, with the possible use of hard-coded functions to
spare fitting coefficients in lookup tables. Whereas higher
polynomial orders combined to piecewise representations
may be necessary for the coefficients at high frequency.
The noticed abrupt change in sign and value of the first
coefficient, see Figure 6, can be regularized by setting the
xenon concentration in the fuel pins at equilibrium yet at
the beginning of the burnup calculation. This quick fix
often comes at the cost of using the average xenon concentration in the fuel as a new state parameter. These
remarks can help to optimize further the global computational performances since low-order polynomials are faster
to evaluate and require the storage of smaller libraries.
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It is difficult to compare the applications of the same
interpolation problem separately on the set of original
cross sections and on the set of their compressed coefficients, because each function shows a different behavior
needing a specific approximation method. Microscopic
cross sections show very different behaviors over the
space described by the state parameters, and general
methods, like B-Splines, are recommended to provide
accurate approximations [15]. B-splines are smooth functions and have compact support. Provided a suitable
knots vector, basis-splines can reproduce simple methods like multi-linear interpolation (B-splines of order 2)
or higher-order piece-wise polynomial interpolation [16].
This curve-fitting technique can be proposed for the compressed coefficients too, with a low polynomial order for
the low frequency ones. By definition, ordinary interpolation yields the same values of original and reconstructed
cross sections at the sampled data sites, which differ only
by the truncation error. As a simple test, we performed
multi-linear interpolation for the two cases. The comparisons of interpolated cross sections and reconstructed cross
sections after interpolation of the compressed coefficients
showed differences of the order of the truncation error.
Higher interpolation error was noticed with the high frequency coefficients though, but their contribution to the
weighted sum of modes was far less important than for the
low frequency modes. The search of optimal interpolation
schemes with piece-wise polynomials tailored to each compressed coefficient will be addressed in detail with a new
research work in the future.

7 Conclusion
This article presents lossy compression of homogenized
pin-by-pin cross sections by the Hotelling transform and
threshold truncation. Reconstruction of pin-wise data at
any point in the multi-dimensional space built Cartesianly
by the state parameters is still achieved by a linear interpolation problem, but fitting straightaway the compressed
coefficients. A mathematical demonstration is provided
for any kind of linear interpolation problem.
The approach is tested with the datasets given by
homogenized cross sections in the pin cells of two PWR
fuel assemblies, whose heterogeneous design provides
proper use cases. Truncated compression is performed
for neutron absorption, scattering and production cross
sections, observing high compression ratios also in case
of very small truncation thresholds to match narrow
tolerances on macroscopic cross sections and on the multiplication factor in the infinite medium. The reconstructed
microscopic cross sections were also checked to be accurate up to four significant digits in the most favourable
case, being the one with a few large matrices containing
all microscopic cross sections of a given reaction type.
Considerable savings in memory are observed with negligible reconstruction errors within the physical tolerance
of nuclear data uncertainties and within the numerical
tolerance of lattice transport solvers. Specifically, compression ratios higher than 10, corresponding to savings

higher than 90%, are noticed in the most conservative
cases. As a consequence, important savings in runtime
follow for having fewer data to fit by interpolation in
multi-physics core calculations relying on pin-wise cross
sections. The layout of the matrices being processed is
achieved by successive flatten and reshape procedures on
multi-dimensional arrays, so that the applied linear algebra methods can also exploit fast vectorized computer
operations.
We have considered data sets of homogenized cross
sections only in two energy groups because it is the standard option for industrial reactor calculations. A limited
number of specialized nuclides was also used to prevent
dealing with too large data sets, but still offering a representative use case for core calculations. However, the
computational gain is expected to be nearly proportional
to the number of nuclides and to the number of energy
groups used in the cross section model.
Both test cases presented in this work are about
one-eighth assembly calculations. A larger experimental campaign with assemblies showing different design
and symmetry types would be necessary to confirm
the significant performances achieved by this form of
data compression on a general basis. Nonetheless, the
compression of homogenized pin-by-pin cross sections
by the Hotelling transform with threshold truncation
has revealed remarkable results, with consequent important computational gains in runtime when reconstructing
function approximations by linear interpolation problems.

The author expresses his gratitude to Dr Alberto Previti for the
interesting discussions about optimized data storage during the
preparation of the manuscript.

The numerical libraries used in this work are freely distributed for educational purpose. The compression library
is available at
https://github.com/ndarmage/CmpressLib.git.
The interpolation library is available at
https://github.com/ndarmage/pppack.git.
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